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Greetings from Dallas and Las Vegas, where 
thousands descended to digest the latest 
consumer electronics innovations.  Popular 
acts such as Maroon5 (really it was just three 
of the five) and The Killers (AT&T Developer 
Conference) made the event even more hip.  It 
was great catching up with several of you at 
the show.  Kind of makes me wonder what 
Mobile World Congress and CTIA will be like 
this year.   
 
The CES preview Sunday Brief (30 December 
2012) focused on three items:  a) The role of 
chipsets in determining the acceleration of 

technological progress, b) The near-term importance of connection to the television or other viewing 
device, and c) The growing influence of governments to accelerate (and in some cases, hinder) market 
growth and penetration.  These three items look at consumer electronics as bandwidth delivery 
endpoints (e.g., CES products affect the breadth and depth of bandwidth consumed), a common view 
among wireless operators.   
 
This year’s CES turned the lens to look at the bandwidth experience from the device into the network.  
This perspective looks at each device’s unique qualities and matches them to varying standards, carrier 
rules, and operating system Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).  The focus of many exhibitors 
was on neutral yet universal interconnectivity – faster, bigger, and consistent communication.   
 
These alternate perspectives provide a glimpse of what is needed to be successful in the mobile 
ecosystem today.   Devices need to be elegantly simple yet powerfully designed, and need to be paired 
with wireless networks (Wi-Fi as well as licensed spectrum) that consistently deliver a valuable 
experience.  The Keynote speeches from Qualcomm, Samsung, and Verizon Wireless focused on this 
symbiotic relationship.  Many other presentations and exhibitions did not.   
 
Both the AT&T Developer Summit and CES also reinforced the importance of interface development.  
Simple programming interface understanding (e.g., how to display an in-app message) is not enough.  “I 
have an app for that” is good, but having it integrated into similarly purposed apps is better.  AT&T also 
went to great lengths to discuss integration into their voice, NFC, and other APIs.  One change in an API 
can mean the difference between a blockbuster and a “ho hum” application.  As several of us have 
learned from previous start-ups, API standardization leads to a better product, but expecting that to 
happen organically is naïve.   
 
During the week, two of the wireless carriers provided some hints about how the fourth quarter turned 
out.  Prior to his Keynote Tuesday afternoon in Las Vegas, Lowell McAdam, CEO of Verizon Wireless, 
dished out some statistics on recent wireless performance at the Citi Global Internet, Media, and 
Communications conference (full transcript and voice file are located here).  While the headline number 
was 2.1 million retail postpaid net adds, a Verizon Wireless all-time record, another surprising figure was 
that 23% of their retail postpaid base is now using an LTE-equipped device (up from 16% in 3Q).   

http://www22.verizon.com/investor/webcast_citi_global_internet_media__communications_conference_2013_01072013.htm


Postpaid Net additions (000s)

Big 4 comparison

Description 4Q 3Q 2Q 1Q 4Q 3Q 2Q 1Q last 4 qtrs 7 qtr chg

Verizon Wireless 2,100        1,535         888          501          1,207       882          1,257       906          4,131       7,176      

AT&T Mobility  155             320          187          717           319          331           62             1,379       2,091      

Sprint  (456)           (246)         (192)         161           (44)           (101)         (114)         (733)         (992)        

T-Mobile  (492)           (557)         (510)         (706)         (389)         (536)         (574)         (2,265)      (3,764)     

Big Four 2,100        742             405          (14)           1,379       768          951           280          2,512       4,511      

Big 4 (rolling) 3,233        2,512         2,538       3,084       3,378       

Notes: 

1.  T-Mobile net additions do not include M2M

20112012

 
I have read many analyses on how LTE will eventually reshape our lives, but few reports have focused on 
the speed of customer adoption.  It’s not out of the realm of possibility that 70% of Verizon’s 
smartphone base could be LTE-enabled by the end of next year.  To receive Verizon Wireless service on 
an LTE device last quarter, customers had to sign up for the Share Everything service (usage-based billing 
model).  Therefore, it’s not surprising to Share Everything adoption grow dramatically. 
 
With the “add a tablet” platform already in place for Share Everything, it’s also not surprising to see new 
(and in most cases unsubsidized) computing devices added to plans.  My hunch is that there were some 
iPads and Galaxy tablets that previously had not been activated on any Verizon account that suddenly 
were added over the Holiday season.  This is likely a key source of the 700,000 “new to Verizon” net 
additions that McAdam reported last Monday.   
 
Verizon’s “rinse and repeat” formula is simple:  1) Fast network and devices; 2) Migrate to shared data 
billing platform; 3) Drive computing device activations to reinforce the value of the billing platform and 
the fast network.  How this plays out in an LTE-centric (LTE-only?) environment is anyone’s guess.  But 
Verizon’s leadership clearly showed in the fourth quarter.   
 
AT&T did not lose any ground either, disclosing during CES that they had activated more than 10 million 
smartphones in the fourth quarter (that would represent about four million more than 3Q 2012).  They 
also disclosed that they have brought M2M module device costs down to the “mid-$20 range” from $75 
a few years ago.   
 
John Donovan, AT&T’s Senior Executive Vice President — Technology and Network Operations, took the 
stage on Wednesday at the Citi conference (link to the audio can be found here).  While a lot of what he 
did was reiterate the Velocity IP (VIP) objectives that senior management set out in November and that 
we discussed in a Sunday Brief in December, John went to great lengths to discuss the importance of 
leveraging investments across all of AT&T.   
 
In the previously referenced link, John discusses at about minute 33 the leverage of one fiber connection 
– first, for the corporate HQ customer (the investment driver), then the small business, then the 
business landlord which potentially could impact wireless coverage and speeds for all additional AT&T 
customers in that building.  It’s a clear indicator of the opportunities that exist from the 1 million new 
businesses that AT&T will proactively enable with fiber (~ 80,000 buildings) over the next three years.   
 
John also discusses the platform AT&T is building to place the right type of traffic onto the appropriate 
network.  While not backtracking from his support of Wi-Fi, he clearly indicated that when it comes to 

http://www.att.com/gen/press-room?pid=23658&cdvn=news&newsarticleid=35923&mapcode=corporate|financial
http://www.att.com/gen/press-room?pid=23658&cdvn=news&newsarticleid=35923&mapcode=corporate|financial
http://media.corporate-ir.net/media_files/irol/11/113088/mp3/Citi_ATT_IMT13.mp3


VoLTE (Voice over LTE), Wi-Fi is not going to be the first option.  VoLTE is the most critical application 
driving AT&T’s densification efforts, specifically in-building and near-building small cells.    
 

This wide-ranging discussion, coupled with the AT&T Digital Life 
expansion announcement made on Monday, shows diverging 
growth strategies between the two largest US 
telecommunications firms.  For AT&T, it’s clearly about the value 

of the franchise:  Wireline investments where AT&T is the incumbent enable wireless growth, which in 
turn enable services and platform growth, thereby enhancing the value of the wireline franchise.  This 
“flywheel philosophy” was not apparent in either Lowell McAdam’s or Dan Mead’s discussions and 
represents a fundamentally different view of how shareholder value will be generated after nationwide 
LTE networks have been implemented.   
 
Note:  While AT&T did not announce the exact expansion locations in the press release, it would be a 
safe bet that all of the cities launched in March are areas where AT&T serves as the incumbent local 
exchange carrier.  Currently, these services are available in Dallas and Atlanta.  Interestingly, Glenn Lurie 
from AT&T recounted during the Developer Summit how Digital Life was used to catch a thief who was 
stealing delivery packages from front porches throughout one Atlanta neighborhood.  Digital Life 
provided a clear picture of the thief.   
 
There were more insights and announcements from T-Mobile (see here for their tablet coupled with 
free T-Mobile data press release that turned many heads at CES), Metro PCS (who disappointed 
investors with a net customer loss) and Sprint (although most of their announcements were 
overshadowed by the counteroffer made by Dish network).  We’ll discuss these in detail over the 
coming weeks, as well as a blockbuster development: Walmart now has the iPhone lineup on their 
Straight Talk plans (an event sure to disrupt the iPhone ecosystem and T-Mobile’s iPhone strategy).   
 
It was a week chock full of announcements.  Translating these into shareholder value amid increasing 
competition and shifting business models is what separates leaders from followers.   
 
Welcome your thoughts on the show, particularly if you were at the sessions dealing with regulatory and 
public policy.  If you have friends who would like to be added to this email blog, please have them drop a 
quick note to sundaybrief@gmail.com and we’ll add them to the following week’s issue. Have a terrific 
week!  
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